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Abstra t. Every programming language needs a debugger. Mer ury now
has three debuggers: a simple pro edural debugger similar to the tra ing
systems of Prolog implementations, a prototype de larative debugger, and
a debugger based on the idea of automati tra e analysis. In this paper,
we present the shared infrastru ture that underlies the three debuggers, and
des ribe the implementation of the pro edural debugger. We give our reasons
for ea h of our main design de isions, and show how several of these de isions
are rooted in our experien e with the debugging of large programs working
with large data stru tures.

1 Introdu tion
One of the main aims of the Mer ury proje t has been to make it easier to
write orre t programs. The high level and de larative nature of the language
eliminate several lasses of errors; for example, in Mer ury one annot free
memory prematurely, lobber a pointer, or a identally in lude a side-e e t
in a predi ate. The strong type, mode, and determinism systems of the language further guarantee that several other lasses of errors, e.g. passing an
unbound variable to a predi ate that expe ts a ground term, or forgetting
to handle one of the fun tion symbols that an input argument an be bound
to, will be aught and pinpointed by the ompiler. As a result, most bugs in
a Mer ury program are aught and orre ted before the rst exe utable is
produ ed.
Of ourse, the ompiler annot at h all errors; some errors will still need
to be tra ked down by the programmer. In Mer ury, the availability of support for this task in the form of a debugger is more important than it would
be in another language: whereas in C or Prolog, one an insert diagnosti
printfs or writes into the program at arbitrary points, in Mer ury this
is possible only in predi ates that have an io state parameter passed to
them, whi h in most programs is only a small minority of all predi ates. (It
is possible to abuse Mer ury's C interfa e to get around this limitation, but
stri tly speaking the Mer ury implementation does not guarantee that su h
tri ks will work in the future, espe ially at high optimization levels.)
At the start of the Mer ury proje t, we as the developers of the Mer ury
ompiler, whi h is written in Mer ury itself, ompensated for the absen e
of a Mer ury debugger by writing all our ode in the interse tion of Merury and Prolog (initially NU-Prolog, later SICStus Prolog), and using a
Prolog system to exe ute and to debug our programs. However, as Mer ury

matured, this be ame a more and more onerous limitation, be ause it prevented us from exploiting the new features we were adding to Mer ury, su h
as fun tions, type lasses and existential types. We therefore pla ed a high
priority on building a native Mer ury debugger, and started work on one as
soon as we got the resour es.
Initially we were aiming for a simple pro edural debugger, similar to
the tra ing systems of Prolog implementations. Mireille Du asse and Erwan
Jahier at IRISA/INSA at Rennes started working on Opium-M, an adaptation of the Opium tra e analysis system for Mer ury, about the same time
that we started work on our pro edural debugger. This fa t strongly inuen ed our design approa h, be ause we wanted to make sure that if a
Mer ury program were ompiled with debugging enabled, the resulting exe utable ould be debugged either with our pro edural debugger or with
Opium-M. The two debuggers are therefore built on top of the same ideas
and the same basi infrastru ture. Later on, we started work on a prototype
de larative debugger, whi h is implemented as an extension of our pro edural debugger. Therefore instead of one debugger for Mer ury, we ended up
with three, whi h, despite disparate fun tionalities and user interfa es, share
onsiderable amounts of ode with ea h other.
This paper des ribes the Mer ury pro edural debugger and its infrastru ture; it does not over Opium-M or the de larative debugger. For information
on Opium-M, see [11℄; for information on our prototype Mer ury de larative
debugger, see [3℄.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 introdu es the
ideas of events and event tra es, and des ribes how the Mer ury ompiler
arranges for events to happen; this is the basi infrastru ture on top of
whi h all the various avours of Mer ury debuggers are built. Se tion 3
des ribes the main features of the Mer ury pro edural debugger, the unonventional debugging strategies they support, and their implementation.
Se tion 4 presents our on lusions.
Due to spa e limitations, this paper does not over all aspe ts of the
debugger. The full version of this paper, [12℄, dis usses the features we did not
have room to over here (e.g. intera tive queries), and presents measurements
of the impa t of enabling debugging on both the sizes of exe utables and on
their speed of exe ution.
We assume familiarity with the basi on epts of Mer ury, in luding
types, modes and determinisms; these are introdu ed in the Mer ury tutorial
[1℄ and des ribed in detail in the Mer ury language referen e manual [9℄.
Knowledge of the main ideas of the Mer ury exe ution algorithm [13℄ would
also be an advantage, but it is not essential, ex ept for one fa t, whi h is
that Mer ury generates separate ode for ea h mode of a predi ate. We all
ea h mode of a predi ate a pro edure ; the entities that programmers debug
are pro edures, not predi ates.

2 Event tra es
The debuggers of most ompiled languages are based on the idea that
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the ompiler annotates the generated obje t ode in various ways, e.g.
re ording whi h instru tions implement whi h lines of ode and in what
register or sta k slot a given variable is stored, and
the debugger uses these annotations to make sense of the ma hine state
and to allow it to modify the ode of the running program, e.g. to insert
breakpoints.

Although this approa h is quite powerful, it has two signi ant drawba ks. First, its implementation requires mu h low-level work. Se ond, a
large fra tion of this work has to be repeated for ea h port of the language
to a new platform.
Portability has always been one of the main obje tives of the Mer ury
implementation; it is the reason why the Mer ury ompiler translates Merury into C and not into obje t ode. Adopting the traditional approa h
to the implementation of the Mer ury debugger would have for ed us to
abandon this obje tive, and allo ate s ar e programmer resour es either to
writing one or more obje t ode generators, or to extending an existing
portable ompiler su h as g to re ord debugging information about the
original Mer ury program. Both of these would be quite big jobs for our
small resear h team, both stray a long way outside our area of fo us (logi
programming), and we would be very unlikely to get money for either from
our usual funding sour es.
One alternative we onsidered was writing an interpreter for a byte ode
form of the high-level intermediate representation produ ed by the ompiler
front-end. Unfortunately, it is not really possible to implement interfa ing
between ompiled ode and interpreted ode in a way that is portable a ross
operating systems as well as ar hite tures. We therefore had to reje t this
approa h too.
The approa h we have hosen to follow is based on the idea of viewing
the exe ution of a program as a sequen e or tra e of events. At ea h event,
the ompiler inserts extra ode that alls the debugger; the debugger may
then suspend program exe ution temporarily to allow the programmer to
inspe t the state of the program and to issue ommands to the debugger.
For example, the tra e-based debugger for C named db [8℄ does this. Alternatively, the tra e ould be analyzed at least partly automati ally, as in the
tra e-based Prolog debugger named Opium [6℄.
The designer of a tra e-based debugging system an hoose whether the
entire ode of the debugger should be linked with the exe utable being debugged, or whether the bulk of the debugger should be in a se ond pro ess,
ommuni ating with a small kernel inside the debuggee over interpro ess
ommuni ation hannels su h as pipes or so kets. The advantages of the
rst approa h, whi h is taken by the Mer ury pro edural and de larative
debuggers, are simpli ity and higher performan e. The advantages of the
se ond approa h, whi h is taken by Opium-M [11℄, are exibility and higher
robustness in the fa e of wild pointer errors.
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2.1

Event types

The sele tion of event types (also alled ports ) is an important de ision in
tra e-based debuggers, sin e su h debuggers an only give ontrol to the user
at events. Traditional Prolog debuggers have given ontrol to the user at the
four ports in Byrd's box model [4℄:

all
exit
redo
fail

A all event o urs just after a pro edure has been alled, and
ontrol has just rea hed the start of the body of the pro edure.
An exit event o urs when a pro edure all has su eeded, and
ontrol is about to return to its aller.
A redo event o urs when all omputations to the right of a proedure all have failed, and ontrol is about to return to this all
to try to nd alternative solutions.
A fail event o urs when a pro edure all has run out of alternatives, and ontrol is about to return to the rightmost omputation
to its left that still has some more possibly su essful alternatives.

These ports are learly important in understanding the behavior of the
program be ause they des ribe the intera tion of a pro edure with its allers.
However, these interfa e ports are often not suÆ ient, be ause they do not
provide information about the internal exe ution of the pro edure. For example, if the programmer inspe ts the values of pro edure p's arguments at
p's exit port, and nds them to be in orre t, he or she will want to know
whi h lause of p omputed that result. While the programmer an often dedu e the identity of this lause from the events generated by the pro edures
alled by p, there are ases in whi h this is quite diÆ ult (e.g. p may have
several lauses that all all the same pro edures with arguments that are
large data stru tures di ering only in small details). This is why the Opium
system also used unify events, whi h o urred just after the su essful uniation of a all's a tual arguments with the head of a lause of the alled
predi ate.
A similar port would not work in Mer ury, for two reasons. First, Mer ury
does not make any distin tion between uni ations in the head and those
in the body; the uni ations implied by non-variable terms in the head are
subje t to mode reordering just like all omputations on the body. While
one ould rede ne the port type to say e.g. that unify events o ur after all
possible uni ations against input arguments have su eeded, this de nition
would not be onvenient for programmers, sin e some su h uni ations may
be moved after alls in the lause body. Se ond, while the prevalen e of
rst argument indexing in Prolog strongly en ourages programmers to write
predi ates as sequen es of lauses, with most lauses being onjun tions of
literals and only a few if-then-elses and expli it disjun tions thrown in, this
is not true for Mer ury, whi h has permitted free omposition of goals by
logi al onne tives from the beginning.
Instead of reating a unify port, we reate event types orresponding to
every kind of de ision about the ow of ontrol. These internal event types
are the following.
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then

A then event o urs when exe ution rea hes the start of the then
part of an if-then-else.
An else event o urs when exe ution rea hes the start of the else
part of an if-then-else.
A disj event o urs when exe ution rea hes the start of a disjun t
in a disjun tion.
A swit h event o urs when exe ution rea hes the start of one
bran h of a swit h (a swit h is a disjun tion in whi h ea h disjun t
uni es a bound variable with di erent fun tion symbol).

else
disj
swit h

Every internal event is asso iated with a goal path, whi h gives the identity of the subgoal that exe ution is about to enter when the event o urs.
If we view the body of a pro edure as a term onsisting of primitive goals
(uni ations and alls) ombined with various onne tives ( onjun tion, disjun tion, if-then-else, et ), then a goal path is a sequen e of omponents,
with ea h omponent giving one step from the root of the term to the subterm that represents a goal (whi h may be primitive or ompound); the goal
path uniquely identi es this goal. For example the goal path \ 2;?;d1" states
that the pro edure body is a onjun tion in whi h the se ond onjun t is an
if-then-else whose ondition is a disjun tion, and denotes the rst disjun t of
this disjun tion. An internal event whi h has this goal path asso iated with
it must be a disj event, sin e its o urren e means that exe ution is about
to enter this disjun t.
2.2

Event implementation

Having de ided what the event types are, the next question an implementor
must answer is how to arrange to give ontrol to the debugger at ea h event.
The simplest approa h is to use a sour e to sour e transformation, as shown
by Du asse and Noye [7℄:

Head

:-

( tra
; tra
),
Body,
( tra
; tra
).

e( all,
e(fail,

Head)
Head),

fail

e(exit,
e(redo,

Head)
Head),

fail

Unfortunately, this transformation breaks one of the invariants that the
Mer ury exe ution algorithm depends on, namely that a pro edure de lared
to be det (i.e. to have exa tly one solution) or semidet (i.e. to have either zero
or one solution) will not leave behind any nondet sta k frames (Mer ury's
equivalent of Prolog hoi e points) when it exits. Trying to get around this
by simply saying that in debugging mode, all pro edures are onsidered to
be nondet or multi (and thus allowed to have more than one solution) would
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not work. In Mer ury, I/O is only allowed in a det ontext, so this hange
would in e e t disallow I/O.
A simpler approa h, whi h we adopt, is to vary the transformation depending on the determinism of the pro edure. We transform det pro edures
to

Head

:-

tra e( all,

Head),

tra e(exit,

Head).

Body,

and semidet ones to

Head

:-

(
->
;
).

tra e( all,

Head),

tra e(exit,

Head)

tra e(fail,

Head),

Body

fail

For nondet and multi pro edures (pro edures that an su eed more than
on e) we use a variant of Du asse and Noye's transformation, whi h has the
same operational semanti s but leads to better ode in Mer ury, be ause the
Mer ury ompiler generates more eÆ ient ode for nested disjun tions than
for onjoined disjun tions:

Head

:-

(

tra e( all,

Body,

;
).

Head),

( tra e(exit,
; tra e(redo,
)
tra e(fail,

Head)
Head),

Head),

fail

fail

Our overall s heme preserves the required invariants, and has the advantage that programmers do not have to see events that are not appropriate
for a pro edure's determinism (e.g. given that the ompiler proves that det
and semidet pro edures have at most one solution, it does not make sense to
ask them to produ e another solution). This approa h does make the task of
automati ally analyzing a tra e, as in Opium [6℄, a bit more omplex, sin e
the tra e analyzer now has to understand three di erent behaviors for tra ed
predi ates. However, this is a small disadvantage, and we are willing to live
with it. The Mer ury debugger is therefore based on this idea.
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However, the Mer ury ompiler does not implement the insertion of the
alls to the tra e system as a Mer ury-to-Mer ury sour e transformation.
There are two reasons for this. First, there is no simple extension of this
s heme that allows the tra e system a ess to the values of live variables
that are not arguments at internal events and at exit events. Se ond, alls
to the tra e predi ate would need to allo ate a memory ell to hold the term
being passed as the se ond argument, and more memory to hold a des ription
of the type of the term, and yet another ell to pa kage the two together as
a value of the univ type. (Di erent alls to the tra e predi ate will have
di erent type arguments, whi h in Mer ury have di erent representations;
without the type des ription, the tra e predi ate ouldn't do anything with
the term.) This is a higher level of overhead than we are willing to a ept.
The Mer ury ompiler therefore handles tra ing during ode generation,
by in luding alls to the tra e system in the C ode in generates. The inserted
ode fragments look like this:
{

}

Code
*MR_jumpaddr;
MR_jumpaddr = MR_tra e(
&mer ury_data__layout__mer ury__main_2_0_i14,
MR_PORT_DISJ, " 2;?;d1", 3);
if (MR_jumpaddr != NULL) GOTO(MR_jumpaddr);
MR tra e is the fun tion in the Mer ury runtime system that implements

the debugger. Its return value will almost always be NULL, whi h means that
most of the time exe ution will ontinue normally. (The only ex eption is
when the debugger has just exe uted a retry ommand, whi h we will dis uss
in the next se tion.)
MR tra e has four expli itly passed arguments.
{

{

The rst argument is a pointer to a data stru ture reated by the Merury ompiler that we all a label layout stru ture, whi h des ribes the
names, lo ations and types of all variables that are live at the given
tra e point. Des ribing lo ations is quite simple; a variable is either in
the nth abstra t ma hine register, or at an o set m in the pro edure's
sta k frame on either one of Mer ury's two sta ks. Des ribing types is
onsiderably more omplex; type onstru tors may nest to an arbitrary
depth, and variables may have types that are not fully known stati ally
(i.e. their types may in lude a type variable). For the details on how the
Mer ury implementation represents types and how it ensures that system omponents su h as the debugger an always nd out the on rete
type of any value, see our paper on runtime type information in Merury [5℄. The label layout stru ture also ontains a pointer to another
ompiler-generated data stru ture, the pro layout stru ture, whi h ontains various items of information about the pro edure (its name, arity,
determinism, et ).
The se ond argument spe i es the type of the urrent event.
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{

{

The third argument spe i es a goal path, whi h uniquely identi es a
subgoal in the body of the urrent pro edure. This argument is only
meaningful if the urrent event is an internal event, in whi h ase it
identi es the subgoal that ontrol is about to enter. For example, in
the ode fragment above, it spe i es that ontrol is about to enter the
rst disjun t of the disjun tion whi h is lo ated in the ondition of the
if-then-else that is the se ond onjun t of the pro edure body.
The fourth argument spe i es the number of the highest numbered abstra t ma hine register in use at the point of the all to MR tra e.
MR tra e saves the original values of all the registers up to this number
on entry and restores them on exit; this is ne essary be ause MR tra e
alls Mer ury ode to perform some of its fun tions, and thus may lobber the abstra t ma hine registers. The alternative, saving and restoring
all the abstra t ma hine registers, is not a good idea be ause there are
more than a thousand of them. (In the Mer ury abstra t ma hine, all arguments are passed in registers, so an implementation must have lots of
registers if it wants to support -possibly automati ally generated- prediates with high arities.)

The values of these arguments will di er in di erent alls to MR tra e
from within a given pro edure invo ation. Some other data items MR tra e
may want to a ess will always be the same for a given pro edure invo ation.
These data items are the all sequen e number (whi h uniquely identi es
a pro edure invo ation), the event number of the last event before the all
event that reated the invo ation, and the depth of the invo ation. To redu e
the size of alls to MR tra e, these items are not passed as arguments. (We
have found that that it is important to keep down the amount of memory
needed by alls to MR tra e [12℄; Hanson and Raghava hari make a similar
point in [8℄.) Instead, they are stored in the sta k frames of tra ed pro edures
at xed o sets, and MR tra e a esses them there. These sta k slots are lled
in when a tra ed pro edure is entered, with the help of three global variables
in the runtime system. The value in the event number global variable is
simply opied to the slot holding the event number before the all event,
while the global variables holding the all sequen e number and the depth are
in remented before they are assigned to the orresponding slots. To allow the
depth eld to be lled in properly, tra ed pro edures reset the global depth
ounter to the value stored in their own depth slot immediately before they
make a all.
2.3

What should be tra ed?

The Mer ury implementation gives a substantial degree of ontrol to the
programmer about the set of events that a ompiled Mer ury program will
generate. Some of this ontrol is exer ised at ompile time; two options tell
the ompiler not to emit ode for internal events and for redo events respe tively. One an get along without them in many ases, and the programmer
may not wish to pay the spa e or time osts they in ur. Some of this ontrol
is exer ised at run time. If a programmer builds an exe utable ontaining
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debugging information from (say) a C program, he or she expe ts to be able
to run that program not only under the ontrol of a debugger, but also on
its own, without involving a debugger. We allow this hoi e via a boolean
variable, MR tra e enabled, in the runtime. The rst thing MR tra e does
is onsult MR tra e enabled; if it is false, MR tra e returns immediately.
This test is entralized in MR tra e instead of being wrapped around every
all to MR tra e be ause there are lots of alls to MR tra e, and the ost
in program size would be very large [12℄. Sin e the test in MR tra e will
virtually always be in the a he, while with the alternative approa h many
of the tests dispersed through the program will not be, our approa h an
also be superior purely on exe ution time grounds.
By default, MR tra e enabled is in fa t initialized to false, but the initialization routine in luded in every Mer ury program sets it to true instead
if the environment variable MERCURY OPTIONS in ludes the right ag.
The Mer ury debugger, mdb, is in fa t nothing more than a shell s ript that
sets this ag in MERCURY OPTIONS before exe uting a given ommand.
All the a tual work of the debugger is done by fun tions in the Mer ury
runtime system that are alled from MR tra e.
Most programs ontain signi ant numbers of pro edures that the programmer believes are unlikely to ontain an error. For example, most programmers trust the list manipulation predi ates in the list module of the
Mer ury standard library, both be ause they are relatively simple and beause they have been used many times before, whi h means that any aws
are very likely to have been found and xed long ago. Events inside the all
trees of trusted pro edures are by de nition not interesting to the programmer. However, the interfa e events ( all, exit, redo and fail) of su h alls may
still be interesting, be ause they provide information about the operation of
their aller.
In [7℄, Du asse and Noye propose that the ode of su h trusted pro edures
should not generate tra e events; instead, alls to those pro edures should
be wrapped in ode to generate the interfa e events of the all. We reje ted
this approa h for two reasons. First, trusted pro edures tend to be utility
pro edures, whi h means that they are alled from many pla es; in urring
the spa e overhead of the interfa e events on e per all site instead of just
on e for the pro edure de nition is unlikely to be a good tradeo . Se ond, if a
pro edure hanges status from trusted to untrusted or vi e versa, this s heme
would require the re ompilation of all modules that all that pro edure, and
this requirement interferes with separate ompilation.
The approa h we have adopted allows programmers to spe ify their level
of trust in the ode in a module by sele ting a tra e level for the module.
(We ould also allow programmers to de ne di erent tra e levels for di erent
pro edures in a module, but as programmers we have never really felt a need
for this level of exibility, and providing it would require a signi antly more
omplex user interfa e than the simple ompiler option we now use.)

none

A pro edure ompiled with tra e level none (whi h is the default
tra e level) will never generate any events, and ontain no debugging information.
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deep
shallow

A pro edure ompiled with tra e level deep will always generate all
the events requested by the programmer. Unless the programmer
expli itly turns o internal events or redo events, this will be all
possible event types.
A pro edure ompiled with tra e level shallow will generate interfa e events if it is alled from a pro edure ompiled with tra e level
deep, but it will never generate any internal events, and it will not
generate any interfa e events either if it is alled from a pro edure
ompiled with tra e level shallow. If it is alled from a pro edure
ompiled with tra e level none, the way it will behave is di tated
by whether its nearest an estor whose tra e level is not none has
tra e level deep or shallow.

Pro edures ompiled with tra e level deep are ompiled as we have disussed above, with the addition that before every all, they set MR from deep,
a global boolean variable in the Mer ury runtime system, to true. Pro edures
ompiled with tra e level shallow set this same boolean variable to false before their alls. They also save the value of this variable on entry in a sta k
slot reserved for this purpose, and onsult it later. Con eptually, su h pro edures should all MR tra e only if the saved value of MR from deep is true.
In pra ti e, for reasons of program size and a he e e tiveness that are identi al to the reasons why we put the test for MR tra e enabled in MR tra e,
we also put the test of the saved value of MR from deep into MR tra e. We
do this by in luding a eld in every pro layout that says whether the proedure is shallow tra ed, and if yes, whi h sta k slot holds the saved value of
the ag, and making MR tra e onsult this eld and a t on its value immediately after it has found MR tra e enabled to be true. The ode for lling
in the other three debugging sta k slots, whi h should in rement the global
all sequen e number only if MR from deep is true, annot usefully be entralized in this way, so for this a tion the test of MR from deep is done in
ea h pro edure.

3 Pro edural debugging
The pro edural debugger we have built on top of the tra e system has several
interesting features, but is mostly onventional. This is by design; our starting point was that we wanted a debugger that ombined the best features
of debuggers for imperative languages (e.g. gdb) and the debuggers built
into Prolog systems. We also wanted to try to make programmers used to
other debuggers to feel at home to the maximum extent possible. We have
therefore made the debugger highly ustomizable.
The two key system omponents that implement ustomizability are
aliases and the on gurable help system. Aliases allow a programmer to map
e.g. the ommand \s" to either \skip" to the end of the predi ate (if they are
used to Prolog) or to \step" to the next event (if they are used to gdb). The
help system then allows the programmer to do ument the ommand \s" as
if it were a native part of the debugger, for use by other programmers of a
similar ba kground.
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3.1

Examining the program state

One lass of debugger ommands allows the programmer to examine the
state of the program at the event. One ommand lists the names of the
variables that are live at the event; this list is taken straight from the RTTI
information ontained in the data stru ture pointed to by the rst argument
of MR tra e. Another ommand prints the values of all these variables, or
just the value of the variable with a given name. This ommand uses the
RTTI data stru tures to interpret the ma hine state, in luding the values
of the Mer ury abstra t ma hine registers the last argument of MR tra e
spe i es whi h registers are live at the tra e point, so that MR tra e an
save their values on entry and restore them on exit.
This pre aution is ne essary be ause several fun tions of the Mer ury debugger are implemented in Mer ury itself, and these an and will overwrite
those registers. (They will also use the Mer ury sta ks, but modi ations of
the regions beyond the urrent sta k tops, unlike modi ations of the registers, will not a e t the program when it resumes exe ution.) In parti ular,
the ode for printing Mer ury terms and browsing inside them is implemented in Mer ury. A tually, printing and browsing are done by the same
ode invoked in two di erent ways. This ode respe ts parameters su h as the
maximum depth to whi h a term should be printed as well as the maximum
size (width times height) that its printed representation may o upy, omitting subterms as ne essary to keep within these limits (whi h are of ourse
on gurable). There is no ommand that a user an give in the debugger
to print the value of a variable that does not respe t these same limits. We
enfor e this ondition be ause of our experien e with Prolog systems that
do not. One of the programs we use the debugger on is the Mer ury ompiler itself, some of whose data stru tures are quite big: several megabytes
of data, whose printable representation an ex eed a hundred megabytes in
size. An a identally issued ommand that prints su h a data stru ture in
full an take more than an hour at the usual terminal display speeds, whi h
means that the programmer has no better ourse of a tion than to abort the
program and start it again from s rat h.
The variables the programmer an inspe t at an event in lude not only
the variables in the pro edure invo ation to whi h the event belongs (whi h
may be in sta k slots or in (saved opies of) registers), but also the variables
in the an estors of that invo ation (whi h an only be in sta k slots). Su h
uplevel printing is possible be ause whenever that pro edure is ompiled at
a tra e level other than none, the ompiler generates a pro layout for that
pro edure and a label layout for ea h return point, i.e. ode address where
exe ution resumes after a all, in that pro edure. (The generation of label
layouts for return points an be suppressed by a ompiler option.)
Besides pro edure identi ation information (module name, prediate/fun tion name, arity, and mode number), the pro layout also re ords
the pro edure's determinism and hen e whi h sta k its sta k frame is on,
and if it is on the det sta k, also gives the size of its sta k frame and the loation of the saved return address within that frame. (Frames on the nondet
sta k have the saved return address and the link to the aller's frame in xed
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slots.) The label layout of a return point re ords the names, types and lo ations of the variables that have been saved a ross that all, and in ludes a
pointer to the pro layout of the pro edure ontaining the return point. The
Mer ury runtime system has a me hanism for mapping a ode address (su h
as a return point) to the label layout, if any, for that address. By su essively
looking up the return address in its slot in the urrent sta k frame, nding its
label layout stru ture and the orresponding pro layout stru ture, and then
on eptually popping o the allee's sta k frame, the debugger an rea h the
sta k frame of any given an estor. The fa t that a pro edure that lives on
the det sta k an all another pro edure that lives on the nondet sta k, and
vi e versa, ompli ates the traversal ode, but the determinisms in the pro
layout stru tures allow us to resolve the resulting ambiguity. The only ase
when the sta k traversal has to stop prematurely is when it en ounters the
sta k frame of a pro edure that was ompiled without debugging, and whi h
therefore does not have either kind of layout stru ture.
Of ourse, a programmer annot meaningfully say e.g. \print the variable
List in the third an estor of the urrent all" unless they know what the third
an estor is. This is one reason why we provide a sta k tra e ommand that
prints out the identities of all the an estors. Given that re ursion an be very
deep in Mer ury (sometimes rea hing more than ten thousand levels), we
have found it ne essary to ompress sta k tra es. We use a simple run-length
en oding, in whi h sequen es of nested invo ations of the same pro edure
are represented by naming the pro edure just on e but giving the repetition
ount. This only works for self-re ursion and not for mutual re ursion, but
we have found that many ases of mutual re ursion are irregular (e.g. p alls
q alls r alls p alls r), whi h makes it diÆ ult to nd a representation for
them that is easily understood and unambiguous as well as short.
3.2

Controlling forward exe ution

Debugger ommands that examine the state of the program do their job
and print a prompt for another debugger ommand without returning from
MR tra e. Other debugger ommands ause MR tra e to return and forward
exe ution to resume. They do so after spe ifying the ondition that a following all to MR tra e has to satisfy before that MR tra e prints a prompt
and allows user intera tion again. For the step and goto ommands, this
ondition is rea hing an event with a given event number; the step ommand spe i es this event number as an o set from the urrent event, while
the goto ommand spe i es it dire tly. The goto ommand is parti ularly
useful in nding the auses of runtime aborts ( alls to the Mer ury error
predi ate, whi h orresponds to an assertion failure in languages su h as C).
When an exe utable ompiled with debugging aborts, it prints the number
of the last event exe uted. If this number is (say) 987,654,321, the programmer an reexe ute the program and goto e.g. event number 987,654,000, and
start inspe ting the program at just before the abort. When debugging programs that do not abort, event numbers also allow programmers to do a real
binary sear h; they an go to the exa t middle point of the suspe t region
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(whi h is initially the entire tra e), he k whether everything is all right, and
repla e the suspe t region by its left or right half depending on the answer.
These two te hniques are not supported by any other debugger we know of,
for any language.
The finish ommand stops at the next exit or fail event at the spe i ed
depth. By default, the depth is the depth of the urrent event, so finish
goes to the end of the all asso iated with the urrent event, but one an
also spe ify that e.g. one wants to go to the end of the third an estor of the
urrent all. This xes a problem present in many Prolog debuggers, whi h
is that while there is a way to step over a all, there is no way to go to the
end of a all on e one has a identally stepped into that all.
3.3

Controlling breakpoints and tra e output

Like most debuggers, the Mer ury debugger allows programmers to put
breakpoints on a given pro edure. The breakpoint an apply to the all
event only, to all interfa e events, or to all events in the named pro edure,
at the programmer's option. Che king whether an event mat hes a given
breakpoint must therefore in lude he king the type of the event as well as
he king whether the pro edure asso iated with the event is the same as
the one asso iated with the breakpoint. For speed, this latter he k is done
by omparing the addresses of their pro edure layouts; this works be ause
pro edure layouts are stati data stru tures. (The pro edure layout of an
event is the pro edure layout pointed to by the label layout stru ture whose
address is passed as the rst argument of MR tra e.)
For all forward exe ution ommands, there is a question as to what the
debugger should do at events that do not mat h the ondition of the urrent
debugger ommand but whi h do mat h a breakpoint; should it stop forward
exe ution, or should it go on until the ondition of the debugger ommand
is satis ed? In the Mer ury debugger, the answer depends on the stri tness
of the urrent ommand. If the urrent ommand is non-stri t, exe ution
will stop and user intera tion will begin; if the urrent ommand is stri t,
exe ution will ontinue. Every forward movement ommand (step et ) has
a default stri tness whi h an be overridden by an option supplied by the
programmer, and there is a forward movement ommand, ontinue, whi h
has no stopping ondition other than en ountering a breakpoint.
3.4

Implementing retry

Like Prolog debuggers but unlike debuggers for imperative languages, the
Mer ury debugger has a retry ommand that allows the programmer go
ba k to an earlier point in the program exe ution, to the all event of the
urrent pro edure invo ation or of any of its an estors. The pro layout of
every pro edure ompiled with debugging in ludes pointers to the start of
the ode of the pro edure and to the label layout stru ture of the pro edure's
all event, whi h states what variables are supposed to be where at the time
of the all. The debugger looks up the urrent lo ations of those variables in
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the sta k frame of the invo ation to be retried (possibly in luding the saved
registers when retrying the urrent invo ation), and opies them to the pla es
they had o upied at the time of the all. Normally, the lifetime of a variable
ends immediately after its last use, and the value of the variable will not be
kept after that point. However, to support retry, the ompiler tries to extend
the lifetimes of all input arguments so that they over the entire lifetime of
a all to any pro edure ompiled with debugging. The ompiler will su eed
in doing so unless the pro edure body destru tively updates some of the
input arguments. The retry ommand will fail if invoked from a lo ation
at whi h some of the input arguments have already been so updated. Sin e
I/O states are destru tively updated, this means that it is rarely to possible
to use retry on predi ates that do I/O. We are urrently implementing a
proposed solution to this problem.
Besides resetting the registers ontaining the input arguments (Mer ury
passes all input arguments in registers), the retry ommand must also reset
the rest of the ma hine state, in luding the sta k pointers and the return
address register; the sta k traversal pro ess tells us the appropriate values to
reset them to. Mer ury urrently uses the Boehm onservative garbage olle tor [2℄ and its asso iated allo ator, so there is no heap pointer to be reset.
There are also no logi variables to reset to unbound; sin e the mode system
knows what variables are unbound at any given program point, ompiled
ode does not look at unbound variables, whi h means that their ontents
do not matter. The ma hine state also in ludes part of the debugger state,
meaning the global variables holding the next event number, the next all
sequen e number, and the all depth; the values to reset these to are taken
from the xed sta k slots of the invo ation being retried. (Other parts of the
debugger state, e.g. the list of urrent breakpoints, are persistent.) On e the
ma hine state has been reset, we an reexe ute the all. We do this by returning the address of the entry point of the retried pro edure from MR tra e;
sin e this address will not be NULL, the ode that alls MR tra e will jump
to that address. The ode inside MR tra e annot perform the jump itself,
be ause if it did, MR tra e would never return, and its sta k frame ould
never be re laimed.

4 Con lusion
The me hanisms used by the Mer ury system to generate and pro ess event
tra es have proven to be quite versatile. They have been used as the basis
of no less than three debuggers: the pro edural debugger des ribed in this
paper, the prototype de larative debugger des ribed in [3℄, and Opium-M
[11℄, a debugger based on the idea of running queries to analyze the tra e
generated by a buggy program. The same me hanisms have also been used
as the basis of a generi fa ility for monitoring the exe utions of Mer ury
programs [10℄.
We have found the time and spa e osts of enabling debugging in Mer ury
programs to be within a eptable limits. Just enabling debugging but not
running the program under the debugger auses about a 50-75% in rease
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in runtime; this is not mu h higher than the slowdown one expe ts when
ompiling a C program with \-O0 -g". Even when the Mer ury program is
run under the debugger, its speed is omparable to the speed of one of the
faster Prolog implementations (SICStus fast ode), and the exe utable sizes
are also similar. On the usability side, we have been using the pro edural
debugger as our only tool for debugging Mer ury programs for about a year
now. Sin e we work all the time with a large, omplex, long-running Mer ury
program that manipulates multi-megabyte data stru tures, we have made
sure that the debugger works well on su h programs. The te hniques we
have reported that allow the debugger to do this should be appli able to the
implementations of other languages as well.
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